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CHAPTER I 

ESfTRODUCTION 

After the industrial era, the United States and other economically advanced 

coimtries have gradually shifted to the so-called "information society." In this new 

society, services industries increasingly displaced manufacturing as sources of wealth 

creation. The role of information became pervasive and mental labor tended to replace 

physical labor as the dominant economic activities (Fukuyama, 1999). With the rise of 

the "information age" (Castells, 1996) and the coming of the prevailing "accelerated 

globalization" (Mittelman, 2000), profound changes took place in the former economic, 

political, and culture spheres of these societies. 

"Accelerated globalization," is rooted in the development of liberal economy, and 

informational technologies. The information technologies mainly refer to computer-

mediated communication infrastructure, the digitalization technology, and the electronic 

network, typically represented by the Internet. With its frenzied e-speed, globalization 

profoundly affects the network of social institutions on which societies are based: family, 

community, and state (OECD, 1997). Many important stmctural aspects are redefined 

under this catalyst, for example, organization-stmctures, industrial work relationships, 

occupations, urban problems, etc. 

What has "globalization" brought to the society and where is it leading us to have 

become great interests and debated in recent years. Although scholars have yet to reach 

consensus on what globalization is, this phenomenon is well acknowledged and its effects 



are quite evident in economic, political, and cultural spheres of societies. Most of the 

existing literature and studies of globalization focus on the macro level discourse where 

nations and regions are used as major units of analysis. However, we have to be very 

clear that although technological developments and globalization processes are global in 

scope, their eventual impact will always be on individuals at the local community level. 

As Anthony Giddens (2000) has pointed out in his Runaway World, globalization is not 

remote and far away from the individual. It impacts the big systems like the world 

financial order, and also influences intimate and personal aspects of our lives, for 

example, individual's monthly income and occupations. Monthly income and occupation 

are the direct links connecting individuals with society. Social changes are ultimately 

reflected in those two personal aspects of individuals' lives, and globalization is no 

exception. 

Over the past decades, while developed countries advanced into the information 

age, we also saw the emergence of the "Four Little Dragons"— Korea, Taiwan, 

Singapore, and Hong Kong in Asia. And these Asian countries and regions had 

successively generated high rates of GDP growth. As a result of this, they have also 

begun to catch up with the Europeans' and the North Americans' standards of living. In 

this era of globalization and economic transformation, such high rates of continuing GDP 

growth has brought Asian nations more opportunities to take part in the global economy, 

and presented themselves as new players to be reckoned with. 

As one of the four little dragons, Taiwan's economic development demonstrated 

this process well. From 1950s, businesses and industrial firms in Taiwan were 



encouraged to compete internationally in the global market. Taiwanese manufacturers, 

big or small, began to engage in labor-intensive industries in order to develop an export-

oriented development strategy. They quickly became one of the world's major exporters 

of labor-intensive products and continued to experience a rapid rise in income per capita. 

As a result, we saw the burgeoning and flourishing of small and medium-sized businesses 

(SMEs) throughout the island (GIO, 1993). This phenomenon is similar to the 

development of the small and medium-sized businesses generated by e-commerce today; 

though the latter is the product of globalization along with the development of 

telecommimication technologies. 

Since the 1980s, Taiwan began to upgrade its industry in accordance with the 

overall principles of industrial liberalization and globalization. It virtually eliminated all 

non-tariff trade barriers, and tariffs were also dropped to match those of developed 

countries. Restrictions on foreign participation in finance, insurance, shipping, food and 

beverages, and retailing were lifted. Foreign exchange was allowed to flow freely back 

and forth between overseas nations and the island (GIO, 1993). 

Today, Taiwan has nearly 22 million people and ranked as the 14th largest trading 

entity worldwide. Foreign investments added up to 30 percent of the Taiwan stock 

market valuation (GIO, 1993). And this figure is expected to increases in the future. 

Over the years, Taiwan's strong commitment to scientific research and development 

(R&D), constant liberalization, and the recent trend of globalization helped build it into a 

high-tech manufacturing center and a computer industry dynamo in the world. 



According to Chang and Tsai (1999), the information age first appeared in 

Taiwan some time between the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s. This 

estimation was based on indirect inference from the "relative decline of the GDP share of 

both the agricultural and manufacturing sectors" (p. 10). At the time of this study, 

globalization and informational age had been exerting its combined effects in Taiwan for 

more than 10 years. 

However, the beneficial tidal wave of the globalization has not lifted all boats and 

certainly not to the same height. There are "wirmers" and there are "losers." For 

example, in 1993, families in the richest group averaged annual disposable incomes of 

US$53,207, which was 5.42 times that of the poorest group. These families are the rising 

new elite of the information society, and they are engaging in knowledge and 

information-intensive industries (GIO, 1993). They earned much more and experienced 

very different income and occupational shifts than their parents' and grandparents' 

generations. 

Many traditional industries soon lost their favor among entrepreneurs. At the 

same time, manufacturers also became more involved and more ambitious in their 

business strategy. Investments were no longer limited to sources within the island-nation. 

Today, over US$70 billion are now invested in the Chinese mainland and Southeast 

Asian countries. The overseas investment activities by the Taiwanese firms not only help 

accelerate Taiwan's economic development but also promote her involvement into the 

international network, a prerequisite in participating in the global economy (GIO, 1993). 



Continuing globalization in recent years has deepened Taiwan's integration into 

the world economy. This greater integration helped the island's economy gain 

substantial benefits from freer global trades and capital movements. However, despite 

these gains, the traditional labor-intensive industries were hit hard by this globalization 

process. This is because capital flows were channeled into the so-called new economy at 

the expense of traditional manufacturers. Furthermore, the lion's share of funding went to 

high-tech enterprises. In the early 1990s, labor-intensive products made up 48 percent of 

all of Taiwan's exports, but ten years later it only comprised less than 20 percent. Many 

former traditional occupations are disappearing, and many of their incomes also suffered 

asaresuh (GIO, 1993). 

The following are some examples taken from the field notes of a study conducted 

by Tsai, Wang and Lee (2001). The empirical results reported in this thesis are part of 

this same large study. The first example has to do with Mr. Tsai, an oyster-fisherman 

from Chia-yi Coimty, Taiwan where the survey was conducted. His small family 

business in oyster fishing and farming was experiencing increasing difficulties in recent 

years. He was very concerned about his business and his future. From his point of view, 

there were two salient reasons why his business was having difficulties. First, the 

pollution from the recently built petrochemical plant in the nearby village had 

substantially reduced the production and reproduction of oysters in the ocean where he 

and he family had been fishing for generations. The reduced oysters he could manage to 

catch were small in size and low in quality. Both of which had contributed to the decline 

of his family income. Second, since oysters from the sea were no longer in abimdance. 



more than half of what he sold to local restaurants in Taiwan had to be imported from 

New Zealand. This increased his business expenses. And if and when local restaurants 

began to buy oysters directly fi-om New Zealand, he can be out of business. 

The causal relationship between globalization and the deteriorating environmental 

quality have already raised concerns from the general public. Fishermen importing 

seafood from foreign countries to meet local restaurants' demands, was novel to Mr. 

Tsai's father and grandfathers. It may be inevitable that restaurants in Taiwan may take 

the advantages provided by this globalizing phenomenon by buying directly from 

fishermen in foreign coimtries and put local fishermen out of business all together. 

Mr. Tsai was not the only one facing this difficulty. Many of his fellow 

businessmen in the county were all facing the same challenges. Mr. Chang was a florist-

farmer who represented a typical self-employed person in Taiwan. He planned to convert 

his farmland from growing flowers to an apartment complex or even sold the land to 

others to build a small, high-tech factory. Mr. Ong, a textile factory foreman was 

concerned about the possibility that his boss would relocate his textile plant to South East 

Asia or Mainland China where labor was cheaper. This is a typical example of global 

spatial restmcturing of production process that is affecting many workers in this industry. 

If this happened, Mr. Ong could become jobless. Mr. Chen, a local tailor, stated that the 

mass-produced clothing from China, Indonesia or even Costa Rica greatly hampered his 

business. His loyal customers were the ones who were keeping his business going. People 

in these traditional industries and small businesses were the hardest hit by globalization. 

It had severely affected their standards of living. 



However, some successful examples of individuals who were able to keep up with 

the global tidal wave were also found. Mr. Kang, an auto tire, wheel balancing and repair 

shop owner, was able to survive and even prosper after learning the computerizing wheel-

balancing techniques in Taipei, the capital city. His computerized business put him in the 

forefront of his competitors and he became a winner of the game. This was easily seen 

from his thriving business during the interview. 

This thesis is divided into five chapters. The opening chapter presents a general 

introduction of the current globalization phenomenon. This was followed by a discussion 

of the economic situation in Taiwan. The objectives of this study conclude this chapter. 

Chapter II summarizes related studies, which provide the theoretical fi-amework for this 

research. Chapter III describes the data and the study methods. In Chapter IV, the 

findings of the effects of globalization on individuals' income and job mobility are 

presented and analyzed. Chapter V is the conclusions where findings of this study are 

reiterated, and suggestions for future studies are discussed. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Figure 2.1 presents the theoretical framework of the thesis. On the top of this 

theoretical framework, it shows effects of globalization and technology on individuals at 

the local community. Their effects are shown in two ways, directiy on individuals' 

income and job mobility, and indirectiy through market, industrial sectors, firms and 

social network. Before I present the theoretical linkage of them, let me first discuss the 

meaning of each concept shovm in Figure 2.1. 

Globalization 

Globalization is a very broad and extensive concept. As Anthony Giddens has 

pointed out, globalization is political, technological, and cultural, as well as economic 

(Giddens, 2000). So far, there is still no standardized definition of what is globalization, 

however, different scholars do provide us with a brief outline of what is globalization in 

their mind. Berresford regarded globalization as a more comprehensive level of 

interaction than has occurred in the past, which diminishes the importance of national 

borders and strengthens individuals' identities that are no longer limited to a particular 

region or coimtry (Berresford, 1997). Giddens describes it as the intensification of 

worldwide social relations (Giddens, 2000). Mittelman identifies globalization as a 

historical transformation in economy, existence, politics, and culture (Mittelman, 2000). 

Hoos defines globalization as a continuous process of extending interdependent cross-

border linkages in production and exchange (Hoos, 2000). 
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Thus, there is little doubt that globalization is playing a major role in the world 

economic development and in the restmcturing of global financial sectors. It is like 

another "invisible hand" that is managing the restmcturing of world politics, the 

economic and social interaction. 

The ultimate result of economic globalization is to minimize cost and maximize 

profit and was first initiated by people seeking new economic opportunities, creating new 

institutions, and trying to outflank political and economic opponents (Brecher, Costello, 

and Smith, 2000). The growing economic interdependence and integration is its most 

obvious phenomenon (Moon, 2000). According to Ulrich Beck, globalization has its 

manifestation in the following aspects: the economy, market, job competition, 

production, goods and services, financial flows, information, and lifestyles (Beck, 1997). 

And this research focused on the "economic dimension" of globalization by examining 

the income and occupational dynamics of individuals in local community. 

When we talk about the economic dimension of the accelerated globalization 

process, our focus should be on the production, consumption, services, technology, and 

human and non-human capitals at the global level. Furthermore, the manifestation of 

economic globalization should include but not limit to the spatial reorganization of 

production, the interpenetration of industries across borders, the spread of financial 

markets, and the diffusion of identical consumer goods to distant countries (Mittelman, 

2000). 

Although econoihic globalization is mostly examined at the global level, its 

effects on commimity at the local level caimot be ignored (Giddens, 2000). Individual 



families are also drawn into transnational flows of capitals and production. There have 

been vast changes in consumption patterns. People have been exposed to a more 

diversified economy. As constmction and retailing services expand, new stresses add to 

the transformed social stmctures (Mittelman, 2000). Unlike other studies, this thesis 

examines globalization "from ground up," focusing on individuals' monthly incomes and 

occupational dynamics as effected by globalization. 

Technologv 

While globalization today has become the domain of knowledge, (Mittelman, 

2000), technology has become our way of being (Rajaee, 2000). The new technologies 

today have profoundly transformed the nature of work and the organization of production 

(OEDC Working Papers, 1997). Telematics and globalization have emerged as 

fundamental forces shaping and reshaping the organization of economic space (Sassen, 

2000). Computer technology has nearly completely changed the nature of finance and 

trade (Rajaee, 2000). These changes in tum bring new changes to the labor force. Part-

time jobs, temporary work,'flexible working time, and self-employment are on the rise in 

all countries (OEDC Working Papers, 1997), which in tum affects income and 

occupational stmcture of a commimity. A new type of "high-tech" nomadic workers has 

emerged in the work scene. This type of workers is simultaneously at work and at home, 

isolated yet working with and for others - in the space beyond frontiers and continents, 

but also concretely networked in the here and now (Beck, 2000). 
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Computer mediated digitalization technology enables free flow of information, 

which allows global transactions and e-commerce to bloom and prosper. This makes the 

information based industry the cutting edge of the world economy. Naturally, the 

degrees of association with computer-mediated work, as well as the mastery of computer-

mediated telecommunication technology become the keys to success to both individuals 

and firms. People engaging in knowledge intensive or information-based industries are 

in the most advantageous position comparing with their counterparts in agriculture and 

mining, manufacturing and the rest of the industries. This helps to explain some of the 

income gap between the information/knowledge intensive jobholders and their 

counterparts in the rest of the sectors of an economy. 

Nevertheless, developments in information processing, communication-

technology and transportation facilities have blurred political borders and shortened 

distances, brought forth fimdamental changes in business organization and even the very 

concept of work. At the same time, it has marginalized some nations and regions and 

produces the sharp rise in wage inequality between skilled and unskilled labor (Chen, 

Hule, and Stocker, 1998). 

Market 

Driven by the new technologies and the increasing global integration in finance 

and production, the emergence of new markets are inevitable consequences (Grunberg 

and Khan, 2000). Technology fiirther makes possible the development of different kinds 

of activities in work settings, from new production methods to management styles to the 
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application digitalization that allows distribution to be carried out directly online. In the 

process, the location-paradigm of industrial society breaks dovm (Beck, 2000). In other 

words, the regional restrictions on consumption and production capabilities have been 

lifted. This new global market emphasizes growing interdependence and cooperation 

among countries and regions. Thus, companies whose productions and services are more 

geared toward global market tend to fit better with this new transnational and trans-

regional paradigm. These more global-oriented companies are consequently expected to 

perform better and their employees are also better compensated than their less global 

oriented counterparts. 

Industrial Sectors 

Industries and industrial sectors are the ones producing products and services for 

the market. And as market becomes more global in nature, industries and industrial 

sectors are similarly affected. Faced with global competition, manufacturers are forced to 

seek new technologies that will reduce labor cost in their productions process. This calls 

for an increasing demand for highly skilled workers at the expense of unskilled ones. 

And as the shortage of skilled labors intensifies in different geographical areas, wage 

disparities between skilled and unskilled labor are bound to widen. One of the 

consequences widely observed in the industrialized world has been the increased 

concentration of employment in high-wage, professional occupations and gradual 

diminution of blue-collar positions, which are replaced by low-wage service jobs (Kim, 

2000). 
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Another consequence of global competition is income inequality, resulting from 

the different profit generating capability among different industrial sectors. Certain 

sectors, such as specialized services and high-tech and information-based industries will 

generate more profits, thus jobholders in these sectors will command more pay than their 

other counterparts (Sassen, 2000). Such inequalities in the profit making and eaming 

capacities of different industrial sectors have already become a basic feature of advanced 

economies (Sassen, 1998). 

The traditional sectors including manufacturing are hit hard by globalization. 

Those manufacturing industries that were left behind by not adopting new technologies to 

be competitive suffer a great deal and many of them were subsequently shut down their 

operation altogether. Others moved to areas where labor cost was lower. Still others, 

those who were able to adopt new technologies to computerize their information 

management system and to add control technologies in their production were able to 

reduce costs and generate more profits. In all three cases, workers in the traditional 

sectors who did not and/or could not upgrade their skills suffer expected consequences. 

Technical progress uses more skilled labor, especially in manufacturing sectors that are 

skilled labor intensive, and has been the dominant reason for the widening wage gap 

(Betson, 2000). It is predicted that people who work in knowledge intensive (highly 

skilled), information-based industries and use computers to do their work tend to cam 

more than people who are still working in traditional industrial sectors, and do not need 

computers during their work. 
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Firms 

Within each industrial sector we found firms in the vertical stmcture of the 

theoretical model depicted in Figure 1 above. Firms are the business organizations 

located where individuals carry out their fiill-time jobs and cam their incomes. Firms are 

the social and industrial organizations that take the responsibility for fostering innovation 

and producing products both knowledge and labor based (Castells, 1996). The impacts 

of the Intemet and new information technology enables firms to gather, interpret and 

react to vast information sources (Gmnberg and Khan, 2000). Such ability helps firms to 

adapt to the global economy by allowing them to become flexible enough to adjust to the 

world market. The productivity and competitiveness of firms and business units thus 

fundamentally depend upon their capacity to generate, process, and apply knowledge-

based information (CasteHs, 1996). 

Smaller firms are favored in the informational age, according to Castells (1996), 

because electronic networks enable those micro-businesses to tap into the global reservoirs 

of information, expertise, and financing that used to be available only to large companies. 

Small companies enjoy many of the benefits of big companies without sacrificing their 

leanness, flexibility, and creativity (Malone and Laubacher, 2000). The smaller the firm, 

the less managerial layers there will be and decisions and commands can be carried out 

with greater efficiency. Large companies suffer both from bureaucratic bottleneck and the 

dead weight of their size and they carmot act and react as quickly as small companies. 

Globalization thus points to the devolution of large, permanent corporations into flexible 

temporary networks of individuals (Malone and Laubacher, 2000). Because of the 
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unusual vitality of small firms, they generate one half to two-thirds of all new jobs in the 

labor market (Castells, 1996). The firm size, its managerial style, its industrial sector and 

market all contribute to the amount of income eamed by individuals who work there. 

According to occupational status, there are four different groups of people who work in 

various kinds of firms: employers, self-employed persons, public sector employees, and 

private sector employees. Each of these groups will be examined separately in this study. 

Social Network 

Social network refers to personal relationships an individual establishes in his/her 

daily life. Those people who are in a person's network can have profound effects on 

his/her work life as well. Lin (2001) has published a book on this very subject. He uses 

social capital as the organizing theme for this. 

The world today acts like a big network (Castells, 1996). All firms, big or small 

become part of this big global network. That is the reason why inter-industry job mobility 

becomes more and more common in today's society. This also brings changes to the job-

hunting paradigm. As one moves through a sequence of jobs, one acquires both human 

and social capitals. Human capital in this sense refers to knowledge and skills acquired 

in the work process while social capitals refers to the new personal relationships one 

builds along the way. Thus, human capital is likely to increase as the number of jobs one 

holds increases (Granovetter, 1996). In the network society, individual's labor market 

potential changes significantly with the number of people who know his/her 

characteristics and with the number of firms in which he/she has worked. This kind of 
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social network is regarded as part of social capital alluded above in Lin's work (2001). 

Social capital as Lin puts it is the special capital that will bring profit to the individuals 

through interactions in production or non-production related activities. The more social 

capital a person accumulated, the "richer" he/she is (Lin, 2001). Ties from past jobs, a 

kind of social capital, have a cumulative effect that makes it easier for an individual to 

move from one position to another. 

Despite increasing significance of knowledge, social network continues to be a 

very important mechanism during a person's job hunting period. In many cases, 

employers act as the mediator for active movers. People find their current job directly 

from an employer they previously met during certain inter-industry or inter-firm 

cooperation. There is reliable information connecting employers and employees before 

hiring occurs. Social network is the major determinant in this kind of job hiring process. 

The more complete and the more extensive the social network, the easier it becomes for 

one to find a better job. 

Jobs 

A job is where an individual is directly coimected to the society. What an 

individual does in his/her job affects his eamings. However, a job is also located within a 

firm, including a firm with the size of one, a self-employed person, for example. A job is 

the immediate factor that not only determines an individual's income, it is also the area 

where the effects of globalization and informational technology can constantly be 

observed (Tsai, Wang, and Lee, 2001). 
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As I have pointed out above that globalization emphasizes interdependence, 

interaction, and constant adaptation to a moving environment. The result of such a new 

paradigm has a two-fold effect on work and organizations. First, individuals or firms that 

are not able to operate in such flexible networks will be gradually phased out by 

competition. Second, the flexibility of work induces the individualization of work tasks, 

the desegregation of labor and the increasing differentiation of workers in their 

relationship to their employers (OECD Working Papers, 1997). These all contribute to 

the new changes in the labor market and job-hunting odyssey. 

As we see today, there are three tendencies for change in the job market and the 

labor force. First, there is a weakening of the role of firm in stmcturing the employment 

relationship (Sassen, 1998). In other words, more jobs are left to the market or fall to 

other forms of recmiting, taking over the former role of human resources department in 

each firm. Second, jobs are more tailored to the needs and requirement of the employees 

(Granovetter, 1996). In these cases, increased salaries are usually the result. Third, jobs 

are no longer full-time, but part-time, casual and contractual. The prevailing model for 

labor in the new information-based economy is that of a core labor force, formed by 

information-based managers and a disposable labor force that can be automated and/or 

hired/fired/off-shored, depending upon market demand and labor costs (OECD, 1997). 

This might be an important reason for high job-mobility nowadays. The better paying 

jobs have disappeared in record numbers as companies have downsized and laid off 

workers by the hundreds of thousands in all parts of the world. The new jobs are from 
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either side of technology spectrum, distinguished as either McDonalds type or Silicon 

Valley type. 

However, and despite all of these, the societal hierarchical effect on an 

individual's monthly income should not be forgotten. The degree of the job prestige is 

still a good measure of the status of job positions in the hierarchical order in a society. 

And it v^ll continue to exert its effects on an individual's income though the stmcture is 

changing as well. Apart from this, the level of personal educational attainment, part of 

the human capital, also contributes to an individual's income. 

Job Mobility 

In assessing the effects of globalization on individuals at the local community, 

equally important to an individual's income is his/her job mobility. Greater job mobility, 

especially if it was done voluntarily, tends to increase one's opportunity to improve 

his/her income status. At the same time, globalization also provides a new sociological 

interpretation of job mobility. High job mobility is no longer considered a bad personal 

character. As firms realize that the process of innovation often lies beyond their 

individual corporate boundaries (Castells, 1996), the changing techno-economic 

paradigm triggers the formation of inter-industry alliances that search for skills and new 

market presence. The walls between firms and corporations are tom dovm. The world 

today works as a big network (CasteHs, 1996). Many of today's business activities are 

not simply run by individual firms or even transnational corporations, but by international 

networks constituted through a variety of actors and institutions continuously adapting to 
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support the environments and markets in which the "network enterprise" itself operates 

(Philips, 2000). All firms, big or small are all part of this big global network. That's why 

inter-industry job mobility becomes more and more common. 

Today, lack of job mobility would mean fewer vacancies and fewer opportunities 

for promotions and a decrease in the likelihood of seeing a salary increase. Industries 

like agriculture and manufacturing usually do not have high job mobility. However, 

because of the reasons stated above, high job mobility will still become the mainstream in 

the near future. The davm of such a tendency has already occurred. Currently, especially 

in the information-based industries, high job mobility is a normal condition. Highly 

skilled workers are always targets by headhunters and firms, and the transient 

characteristic of technology insures that no position will exist forever in the high-tech 

industries. 

Monthly Income 

Ultimately, a person's monthly income is the best measure of the effects of 

globalization on individuals at local community. However, this is also the most 

controversial aspect of globalization effects on individuals and on the income 

distribution. It has been proposed that globalization is a major factor in increasing 

income inequality, both in advanced and developing countries (Sachs, 2000). There are 

two factors contributing to such wage imbalances. First, there have been changes and 

developments in technology, which makes today's global economy increasingly biased 

against the use of unskilled workers (Robbins, 1996). Second, openness to trade in the 
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global economy forces firms to move into high-value, sophisticated consumer products, 

the production of which requires use of labor with some skill intensity which increases 

income in their workers (Kim, 2000). 

New Inequalities 

And thus, we begin to observe the new inequalities in this globalization process. 

The expansion of global finance has created employment opportunities not only for 

highly skilled and highly paid specialists, but also for low-paid and unskilled labor. The 

new global inequality in the distribution of income and wealth is most frequently 

observed in cities that serve as the headquarters of transnational organizations, nodes of 

information freeways, and final destinations of immigration (Sassen, 2000). 

These new inequalities refer to the income inequalities of profit-generating 

capabilities among different financial sectors and industries. Inequality in the profit-

generating capabilities of different sectors of the economy has always existed and is 

regarded as the basic feature of advanced economies. Such inequality of profit generating 

ability becomes more acute in globalization. The reason for such acute polarization is the 

disproportionate grouping of industries at either end of the technology spectmm (Sassen, 

1998). What is more, most resources today, including information are still owned by the 

upper classes whereas the 'old poor' are left out. Those "old poor" are not able to get 

access to economic and cultural resources, knowledge or information. People in the 

information technology industry seem to have easier access to these resources, especially 
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information resources, and naturally become more favored in the economic system than 

workers in the rest of the industries. 

Even within the same industry, such as the service industry, this kind of inequality 

is also severe (Sassen, 2000). The service industry includes extremes such as law firms 

on the one end and fast food restaurants on the other. Jobs in the former are knowledge-

intensive and the latter are labor intensive. However, the former group can function only 

when there is a mass of people, who tidy up, clean, maintain, supply and protect their 

work. But these masses of workers who do the dirty works only get a fraction of those 

they do their dirty work for (Beck, 2000). 

Given this theoretical framework, we are now ready to proceed to examine their 

empirical validity in the next chapter. We will begin our discussion by describing the site 

where data was gathered. 
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Globalization/Technology 

Firms Social Network 

Jobs /Job Mobility Income/New Inequality 

Globalization: Influence the following aspects: economy, market, job competition, 

Technology: 

Market: 

production, goods and services, financial flows, information, and lifestyles. 

Digitalization and computer mediated telecommunication. 

Market of labor and products in global and regional levels. 

Industrial Sectors: Agriculture and mining, manufacturing, other industries and 

Firms: 

information based industry. 

Size, products. 

Social Networks: Personal ties as social capitals 

Jobs: Job prestige, tenure, education requirement, and other factors. 

Job Mobility: Number of prior jobs 

Income: Monthly incomes of main income earner from their full-time jobs. 

New Inequality: Inequality appeared in income distribution. 

Figure 2.1 Conceptual and Theoretical Framework 
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CHAPTER III 

DATA AND RESEARCH METHODS 

Study Site 

The data used in this study comes fi^om a larger study conducted by a team of 

researchers in Taiwan and in the United States. This larger study conducted interviews of 

1,000 randomly selected households in Chia-yi County, Taiwan, first in 1999, with a 

follow-up in early 2000. The third year followed is just completed at this writing. This 

study uses only part of the large data set from this panel study (Lee, Tsai, and Wang, 

2001). 

There are several reasons why Chia-yi County was selected as the study site by 

this research team. First, Chia-yi County is where National Chung Cheng University is 

located and where two of the three principal investigators of this research team were 

working. That made the field study more reliable (mostly carried out by the 

undergraduate and graduate students majoring in Social Welfare), since it was carried out 

under the direct supervision of the two principal investigators. 

Second, the existing data of the panel study collected from Chia-yi County in 

1999 and 2000 provided a reliable source of information on individuals' incomes and 

their working and business environment in the era of globalization. 

Third, Chia-yi County is one of the two most heterogeneous and impoverished 

counties in Taiwan (Tsai, Wang, and Lee, 2001). It was an ideal site for a study to 

decipher the mystery of poverty, the original object of the five-year panel study. If traces 
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of globalization were found hi this area, then the existence of the globalization effect in 

more developed regions would seem logical. 

Data 

Nine hundred fifty-two (952) useable cases were generated from these 1,000 

randomly selected households. As pointed out above that the second year follow up 

study was conducted in early 2000 with updated information in cases where the main 

income eamers of the households had changed. The year 2000's updated data set was 

used in the statistical analysis of this research. After some outlaying cases were 

eliminated from the data set, nine hundred twenty-six (926) useable cases remained. 

These 926 cases provided the empirical bases for this study. The results of the data 

analyses were reported in Chapter IV. Before we do that, it is appropriate that we first 

describe the methods used in this study. 

Research Method 

In examining the empirical results, we follow the conceptual and theoretical 

framework presented in Figure 2.1 and explicated in Chapter II above. As shown in 

Figure 2.1, respondents' monthly income and job mobility are the two ultimate dependent 

variables of this study. Each respondent is classified into one of four subgroups based on 

their occupational/work status. Data on each group was analyzed separately because each 

group was given different subsets of questions once their work status was identified 

during the interview. 
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In our research procedure, we began by examining the frequency distribution of 

these respondents' monthly incomes and eliminate outlier cases that would undermine the 

accuracy of the statistical analysis. As a result of this and as we had pointed out above, 

the nine hundred twenty-six (926) useable cases formed the empirical bases of all data 

analyses reported in Chapter IV. The second step in our research procedure was to 

identify the sample size of each of the four occupational subgroups. These included 

those who are employers, those who are self-employed, those who are employed in 

public sectors, such as government workers or school teachers, and those who are 

employed in private sectors. 

For the employer group, we found the sample size was less than 30. In this case, 

only bivariate analysis was performed. The means that the monthly income related to 

certain variables, for example, management style, market of the product or services, 

business competition, firm size were compared. Rational explanation was used to 

decipher the differences between the monthly incomes. 

In other cases when the sample size was large enough, multivariate linear 

regression analysis was used since it provided additional information when other 

variables were controlled. Specifically, age, sex, and years of education were used as 

control variables since the main goal of this study was to assess the net effects of 

globalization on individuals at the local community level. In the next section, we 

described the operationalization procedure used to measure each variable. 
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Measurement of Variables 

Independent Variable: Group I 

Globalization and Technology. Globalization and technology development 

usually go hand-in-hand. According to Ulrick Beck, globalization has hs influence in the 

following areas: economy, market, job competition, production, goods and services, 

financial flows, information, and lifestyles (Beck, 2000). In this thesis, the following 

selected aspects were used to assess globalization and technology effect. These included 

industrial sectors, market, jobs, work and business environment, goods and services, and 

financial capitals. Other variables, such as management style, employee qualification, 

were also included to assess the effect of globalization on income dynamics. Each of the 

variables was explained in detail in this chapter. 

Market. Market refers to the primary market where products or services are sold. 

In this study, local market was used as the reference group to create the two dummy 

variables: regional market and overseas market. Thus altogether there were three levels: 

local market, regional market, and global market. 

Give the argument provided above, we can formulate our first set of hypotheses 

below: 

Hypothesis 1 A: Those firms with their products sold to global market should cam 

higher monthly income than those firms with their products primarily sold to local 

and regional markets. 

Hypothesis IB: Respondents working in those firms with global market should 

cam high monthly income than their counterparts whose firms with regional and 

local oriented market. 
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Hypothesis IC: Respondents working in firms with global market should 

experience higher frequency of job change than their counterparts whose firms 

with regional and local oriented market. 

Industrial Sectors. Industrial Sectors refer to the industrial sector of the business. 

The sectors were originally interpreted from job industry into numeric numbers for 

quantitative analysis. The transformation was carried out in accordance with the 

classification table for Taiwan's industries. Three dummy variables were created with 

information-based industry as the reference group. Thus, there were altogether four 

categories in the industrial sectors: agriculture and mining, manufacturing, other 

industries, and information-based industries. 

Following the same argument presented above, we can now state our second set 

of hypotheses of the study below: 

Hypothesis 2A: Industries in the information-based sector should cam higher 

monthly income than their non-information-based counterparts. 

Hypothesis 2B: Respondents working in the information-based industry should 

earn higher monthly income than their counterparts in non-information based 

industries. 

Hypothesis 2C: Respondents working in the information-based industry should 

experience higher frequency of job change than their counterparts in non-

information based industries. 

Firms. The measurement of firm was done in three different dimensions. These 

are the sizes of the firm, the industrial sector where a firm is located, and the primary 

market a firm sold its products and/or services. Size of the firm was measured simply in 
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terms of the number of people working in the firm. Given these and the arguments 

provided above, we can now state our three sets of hypotheses below: 

Hypothesis 3 A: The smaller the number of people employed in a firm, the higher 

monthly eaming a firm will cam. 

Hypothesis 3B: Respondents working in smaller size firm with fewer coworkers 

should cam higher monthly income than their counterparts working in firms with 

higher number of coworkers. 

Hypothesis 3C: Respondents working in smaller firms with fewer coworkers 

should experience higher frequency of job change than those working in large 

firm with more coworkers. 

Social Networks. During the interview, the general populations were asked to 

comment on how they found their job/jobs. More detailed questions regarding the social 

network were asked of the interviewees, according to their specific work status: 

employers, self-employed persons, employees in the public sector, and employees in the 

private sector. For employers, social network was reflected in the hiring process, whether 

he or she is directly involves in hiring process, and also the way the job positions are 

made known. For the self-employed, they were asked whether they work with those 

outside of the family members. For the public and private sector employees, the number 

of people they meet and interact with each week was reported. The intention of such 

interviews was to see whether globalization and the development of technology had 

brought changes to job search and increased the importance of the social network, which 

in tum affected their monthly incomes. We now can state our fourth set of hypotheses 

based on information obtained in respondents' social network characteristics. 
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Hypotiiesis 4 A: Respondents work with more coworkers from outside of the 

family should cam higher monthly income than their counterpart with few 

coworkers from outside of the family. 

Hypothesis 4B: Respondents work with more coworkers from outside of the 

family should experience higher frequency of job change than their counterpart 

with few coworkers from outside of the family. 

Jobs. Current job position was measured in terms of prestige scores based on the 

1989 scores reported in the General Social Survey (GSS), conducted by the National 

Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago in 1998. This is not an ideal 

measure of job status but one we can live with. If and when a specific job position was 

not listed in the GSS, a similar prestige score was assigned to its counterparts in the GSS. 

The fifth hypothesis can now be stated as follow: 

Hypothesis 5 A: Respondents with higher job prestige scores should cam higher 

monthly income. 

Hypothesis 5B: Respondents with higher job prestige scores should experience 

higher frequency of job change than their counterparts. 

Independent Variable: Group II 

As stated earlier, the interviewees were categorized into four groups: employers, 

self-employed, public sector employees, and private sector employees. Each of the 

groups was presented with different sets of questions and they were dealt with separately 

because they had specific measuring variables within each subgroup. The following are 

measurements of these additional variables for Group II. 
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Employers. For employers, the differences in their monthly incomes were 

explained by their managerial styles. Five variables were used to determine whether they 

adopted modem managerial skills or not. These include whether employers are personally 

involved in hiring, yes, coded as I, no, coded as 0; methods of hiring-whether use 

newspapers, TV, and other Ads. If the answer is yes, it is coded as 1. If recmiting is via 

kin or employees referral, it is then coded as 0. The number of employees use computers 

in their work was used as another measure of companies' modemity. If such number is 

one or more, this variable is coded as 1, otherwise coded as 0. Similarly, the number of 

employees with college degree was used as another measure of modemity. If the answer 

is one or more, this variable is coded as 1, otherwise it is coded as 0. And finally 

methods of promotion, if it is merit based this variable is coded as 1, others such as, 

seniority, personally relations is coded as 0. Given these measures of management style 

and the nature (degree of modemity) of these employers, the six hypothesis can be stated 

below: 

Hypothesis 6A: Employers who adopted modem managerial style with more 

modem outlook of their firms, did not personally involved in hiring, using public 

media as sources of hiring, use merit- based as promotion criterion, with higher 

number of employees with college degree and using computers should cam higher 

monthly income than their less modem counterparts. 

Hypothesis 6B: Employers who adopted modem managerial style with more 

modem outlook of their firms, did not personally involved in hiring, using public 

media as sources of hiring, use merit- based as promotion criterion, with higher 

number of employees with college degree and using computers should experience 

higher frequency of job change than their counterparts. 
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Self-employed. Apart from the general measurements of independent variables as 

shown in Part I above, self-employed persons were also studied by their business 

conditions and caphal investment strategy. Six variables measuring business conditions 

and investment strategies were included in this study. They are discussed below. 

The first variable is same product. This is measured in terms of whether the same 

products are produced in the region. If the answer is yes, it is coded as 1 otherwise it is 

coded as 0. This is regarded as an index of level of local competition. The second 

variable is the business competition. It is a subjective measurement. If a self-employed 

person consider there is the existence of severe business competition, the variable is 

coded as 1; otherwise it is coded as 0. The third variable is business condition, another 

subjective measurement by the respondents themselves. If a respondent feels his general 

business condition is good, it is coded as 1; otherwise it is coded as 0. Special license is 

another variable measured. Existence of needing a special license to run a business is 

considered more modem, and therefore becomes a positive indication of the respondent's 

business. If the answer is yes, this variable is coded as 1; otherwise it is coded as 0. 

Capital investment strategy is measured by the amount of fixed capital and 

floating capital. Fixed capital is the actual dollar amount in fixed capital investment. It 

has five levels: (1) less than $1,515; (2) $1,516 to $3,030; (3) $3,031 to $30,303; (4) 

$30,304 to $303,030; (5) $303,031 or more. Floating capital has the same five levels as 

fixed capital. Given the information presented here, the seventh hypothesis can be stated 

below: 

Hypothesis 7A: Those self-employed respondents in good business conditions and 
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higher capital investment strategy and using special licenses to run their 

businesses should cam higher monthly income than their counterparts. 

Hypothesis 7B: Those self-employed respondents in good business conditions and 

higher capital investment strategy and using special licenses to mn their 

businesses should experience higher frequency of job change than their 

counterparts. 

Employees in Public Sector. For those public sector employees, organizational 

features, operational facilitates, and social network effects were examined. 

Organizational effect was determined by whether the interviewees have subordinates in 

their work positions. A yes answer is coded as I, no coded as 0. Operational facilitates 

are determined by whether they used computers during the work; a yes is coded as 1, no 

coded as 0. Social network is measured in terms of the number of people interviewees 

interact with on a weekly basis. Given these measures, the eighth hypothesis can be 

stated as below: 

Hypothesis 8A: Respondents employed in public sectors with subordinates, and 

used computers in their work should cam higher monthly income than their 

counterparts. 

Hypothesis 8B: Respondents employed in public sectors with higher number of 

coworkers should experience higher frequency of job change than their 

counterparts. (This is in consistent with Hypothesis 4B.) 

Employees in Private Sector. For respondents working in private sectors, the 

operational facilitates in their job setting were studied. The variables used were simply in 

terms of the number of people who have college degrees and whether computers are 
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needed in their work. The hypothesis for respondents working in private sectors can be 

stated below: 

Hypothesis 9A: Respondents working in the private sector where computers were 

need in their work setting and where more coworkers with college degrees should 

eam more monthly income than their counterparts. 

Hypothesis 9B: Respondents working in the private sector where computers were 

need in their work setting and where more coworkers with college degrees should 

experience higher fi-equency of job change than their counterparts 

Dependent Variables 

Monthly Income. Although information on an annual bonus was collected in the 

data set, it was far less usable than the monthly salary of the interviewees. This is 

because after miming the frequency test, there were less than one third of the 

interviewees with annual bonuses. Thus income in our study was restricted to the 

monthly salary from the main income eamer's full-time job. 

Job Mobility. Because of the effects globalization posed to the job market, job 

mobility also served as the mirror of such an effect. The numbers of jobs that an 

individual held in his or her employment history was the other dependent variable used in 

this thesis. As the inter-industry job mobility accelerates with the pace of the 

globalization and technology change, it is expected that a higher degree of job changing 

rate will occur among the general public. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

My discussion on the findings from analyzing the data will be reported in the 

same manners as those discussed in the previous chapter. Namely, I will begin with the 

employers group and report the findings in terms of hypotheses formulated for each 

group. I shall first address the issues of factors affecting respondents' monthly income, 

then followed by job mobility as two ultimate dependent variables. 

Factors Affecting Employers' Monthly Income 

The first thing we did in analyzing data on this group was to eliminate outlier 

cases. As a result of this, only nineteen (19) cases were retained. The empirical results 

reported here then are based on data on these nineteen (19) cases. Table 4.1 reported the 

results from the bivariate analysis. As shown in the table. Hypotheses 1 A, IB, 2A, 2B, 

and Hypothesis 6A were all supported by the results. In other words, our employer-

respondents whose companies were more geared toward the global market, engaged in 

information-based industry, and adopted modemized managerial styles were all way 

ahead than their counterparts in the reported eamings. However, Hypotheses 3A and 3B 

were not supported by the data. That is to say, those smaller size firms did not perform 

better than larger size firms as expected. 

Those employers whose companies' products and/or services were marketed 

globally eamed $700 more every month than their more locally oriented counterparts. 
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And as for the effects of the industrial sector, employers who were in the information-

based industry eamed $1,200 more than their counterparts in the other industries. 

The numbers also showed that adopting modem managerial styles was important 

in deciding how much money employers could make. As I have pointed out earlier, 

today's jobs are left to market forces and that jobs are more tailored to the need of the 

employees. And there exists a certain amount of tmst between employers and future 

employees even before the hiring process. Those employers who were personally 

involved in hiring, whose companies' job positions were more left to the market eamed 

much more than the employers who remained distant from their future employees and 

hired people via kinship or employee referral. 

Since the theme of globalization is to reduce cost and generate the most profit, 

anything that is expendable will be eliminated. Because of this, nepotism has been 

brought to an end. The only gauge of a person's value is how well he or she generates 

profit for the company. Naturally, the promotion standard should be changed to a merit-

based standard. Thus, where promotion is concemed, the traditional standard of seniority 

or personal relationship should give way to merit-based standard. This expectation is 

supported by the data, which showed that employers whose companies' method of 

promotion is merit based eamed $700 more each month than employers that still hold on 

to the old traditional standard of promotion, which is mainly through personal 

relationships. 

Globalization era is also the era for knowledge explosion. Computers help 

companies with a smooth transition from the old way of doing business to the most up-to-
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date way of business operation. Thus, it was not surprising to find that employers made 

more money when more employees of the companies had a college degree, or used 

computers in their work. 

According to Hypothesis 3 A, smaller sized firms can out-eam large firms with the 

help of Intemet and free flow of information and capital. They tend to be more elastic 

and more flexible in meeting the need of the market demands and keeping up with the 

global tidal wave. Such advantage should reflect in the monthly income of employers. 

However, this was not the case in our study. I found that employers from smaller firms 

eamed almost $900 less than those from larger firms. This is because small sized firms 

in Chia-yi County are not the same as the so called 'small-sized' firms in Castells (1996) 

or Granovetter's (1996) works, which are the product of globalization and computer-

mediated telecommunication technology. Most of the small sized firms in Chia-yi 

County are still representing the characteristic of firms from the pre-globalization era, in 

which firms are mainly engaging in manufacturing, agriculture and other industrial 

activities. The few small and medium sized firms bom under the effect of globalization 

are not mature and powerful enough to change the former feature of small-sized firms on 

the whole. 

Factors Affecting Employers' Job Mobility 

Job mobility or frequency of job change was also used as an ultimate dependent 

variable. Table 4.2 reports the results with data fi-om these nineteen (19) employers. 

Since they were employers, studying their job mobility seemed not a very appropriate 
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way to assess the impact of globalization on the individuals. Employers are supposed to 

have very low job mobility. However, things might change a little bit when the effect of 

globalization steps in. Employers who have high job mobility will only fall into two 

cases. One is that they used to work as employees and become so successfiil that they are 

able to open a business of their own. A software engineer who used to move from one 

job position to another and later opens his ovm software company is a good example. 

The second case is when those employers are either very successful or very unsuccessfiil 

in their businesses that they have to close an old one and open new ones from time to 

time and their job titles keep changing. An Intemet startup ovmer who closes dovm a 

bankmpt dotcom company, and opens a new business for shipping and handling will be a 

good example in this case. And of course high mobility of jobs can also be responses to 

changing business conditions. 

From the results shovm in Table 4.2, we can say that Hypotheses IC, 2C, and 3C 

were all supported by the data. Employers whose companies' products or services were 

globally marketed, in the information industry, employed nine people or less, and 

adopted modem managerial skills had higher job mobility. Hypothesis 6B, employers 

who use modem managerial skills have higher job mobility was supported partly by the 

data. Employers whose hiring methods were based on market mechanisms (not by kin or 

employee referral), who had more people use computers in their work, and who used 

merit as promotional criteria tended to have higher job mobility. However, contrary to 

the expectation, those employers who were not personally involved in hiring, and who 
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had fewer employees with college degrees tended to have higher job mobility, although 

the difference is marginal at best. 

Thus, as far as employers-group is concemed I found that generally speaking, in 

the globalization era, the keys to the economic success of the employers are also tme in 

their job mobility. Those who are better fit into the globalization paradigm not only have 

higher eamings but also show higher job mobility. 

Factors Affecting Self-employed Persons' Monthly Income 

Self-employed persons in our study constituted the largest subgroup in the 

population. There were four hundred thirty-eight (438) cases after the monthly salary 

outliers were excluded from analyses. Since the sample size was large enough, 

multivariate regression analysis was used for this group. I used a hierarchical method 

during the analysis by adding one variable at a time beginning with the most macro level 

variable down to the most micro level variables. This was in congment with the 

theoretical model presented in Figure 2.1 and discussed more extensively there. The same 

procedure was also used in analyzing respondents' job mobility. 

Results of the analyses were displayed in Table 4.3. As shovm there. Hypothesis 

2B was supported by equation one. It was very clear that for those self-employed 

respondents, those who worked in information-based industries eamed more than other 

industries. The gap could be as much as $227.06 (manufacturing industry) every month. 

The monthly income differences between those employed in the information-based and 

those in other industries were not statistically significant in the test. 
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In the second equation in Table 4.3, the effects of competition, depicted by 

whether there are same products on the same local markets, and whether there is severe 

business competition in the area, were added. Globalization has intensified competition 

both locally and globally. Whether same products are produced in the same regions was 

used as the objective index of the intensity of competition. The inclusion of these two 

variables adds an additional R Square by .011 but neither one was statistically significant. 

In equation three, business condition effect was added. As shown here, a 

substantial increase in R Square from .030 to .166 was seen. This indicated the 

importance of business condition effect in the equation. A self-employed person in the 

information-based industry, who had other competitors produced the same product in the 

region, not in severe competition, and was in good business condition, could eam 

$1600.22 each month. On the other hand, those who worked in manufacturing 

industries, without the same products in the region, but engaged in severe business 

competition, and in bad business condition only eamed $557.6 every month. The once 

statistically significant negative effect of the agriculture or mining industry disappeared 

in the equation, however, the newly added business condition effect was statistically 

significant. 

In the next equation, the license effect was included. Special license is a rational 

index of the knowledge intensity of the business. Thus in accordance with the 

characteristics of globalization in the informational age, it is expected to generate more 

profit than those without a license. And the result supported this assumption. It was 
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statistically significant and variance increased was 18.7%. Whether the business needed 

a special license actually would make a difference of $209.85 every month. 

In equation five, fixed capital effect was added. Again, there was an increase of R 

square to .205. The resuH was statistically significant, and this variable would reward its 

holders an extra $96.67 times the fixed capital amount (in five levels) that he or she 

invests in the business. For instance, if the fixed capital is between $3,304 and $ 30,303, 

(level 3), this amount of investment will grant its ovmer $96.67*3=$290.01 each month. 

This newly added variable was significant, and business competition effect also showed 

statistical significance in these equations. 

Next, the floating capital effect was entered into the equation. This raised R 

square quite a bit to .249. The result was statistically significant. However, the 

significance for the fixed capital effect and business competition effect disappeared once 

this new variable was included in the equation. This showed that floating capital was 

more important to businesses than other variables today. And it created much more profit 

(more than twenty-two times) than the money invested as fixed capital investment. 

Finally control variables were added and the R square rose to .262. Age was the 

only one that was statistically significant. It showed that seniority is no longer a 

guarantee for higher pay, and that male is still the dominant sex. A man could eam 

$28.06 more than his female counterparts on the average. 

Overall, these variables explain 26.2 percent of the variance of respondents' 

monthly income, which was rather good performance. And of all the variables, 

manufacturing industry, business condition effect, special license effect remained 
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statistical significant throughout the trial. In this part, Hypotheses 2A and 7A were 

supported by the resuHs shown in these equations. That is to say, for the self-employed 

respondents whose business is in the information industry, in good business condition, 

requiring a special license to mn the business, and adopt appropriate capital investment 

strategy (more floating capital) make more money. What's more, a well-educated young 

male will be better rewarded financially than his female counterpart among the self-

employer respondents. 

Factors Affecting Self-employed Persons' Job Mobility 

Table 4.4 shows the factors affecting job mobility on those self-employed 

persons. There are four hundred thirty-eight (438) cases in the data set. Equation one 

supports Hypothesis 2B. That is to say that respondents in the cutting edge industry 

(information based industry) has higher job mobility owing to the nature of their job in 

the globalization era. In the table, an information industry worker had an average of 

1.989 jobs during his or her career history, while people in manufacturing usually had 

1.433 jobs. The R square was only .053, and that agriculture and mining was the only 

statistically significant variable in the equation. 

In the second equation, the effect of competition was added. However, it does not 

show a statistically significant effect. In the next equation, business condition effect was 

added. This time, the R square rose to .069, and that the same product effect appeared to 

be significant, and business condition was also significant. For a person who was in the 

information industry, whose company was in good business shape, he/she had an average 
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of 3.656 prior jobs. While a self-employed person in agriculture and mining, had same 

products in the region, and was in poor business condition only had an average of 1.672 

prior jobs. That was at least two jobs less on the average than the former group of 

respondents. 

License effect was added to the next equation. There was a marginal rise of R 

square of .001, though h was not statistically significant. Next, fixed capital effect was 

included. This time, same product and special license effect were showing statistical 

significance, and the R square rose to .077. When floating capital was added to the 

equation, no improvement of R square was seen. It seemed that the business investment 

was not very important in regard to job mobility of the self-employer persons. This was 

very different from the situation of their monthly income as reported above. 

Social network did not show a significant effect in the equation, though a 

marginal increase of R square to .078 was observed. So for a self-employed respondent 

who was in information based industry, in good business condition, needed a license to 

run the business, had more floating capital, and was not introduced to the present job had 

an average of 4.636 prior jobs. While people in agriculture and mining industries, in bad 

business condition, had less floating capital investment, and used social network to find 

their job only had 1.475 prior jobs. The difference could be as many as 3.161 jobs. 

Finally with control variables included in the equation, it shows that younger 

respondents with good education background tended to have higher job mobility. 

Overall, these variables joinfly do a rather modest job in explaining the variation of job 

mobility among our self-employed respondents. 
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Factors Affecting Public Sector Employees' Monthly Income 

There were one hundred thirty-one (131) respondents working in the public 

sectors in our sample. In Taiwan, most of the people who work in public sectors need 

certain qualification, for example, a college degree, passing certain government exam, 

etc. They are the best educated of the whole population (employers not included), and 

thus are least affected in negative ways by the globalization process. 

Equation one in Table 4.5 was the organizational layers effect. By organizational 

layers, it can be refers to whether or not a respondent has subordinates in his/her work 

unit. A yes answer is coded as 1, while a no answer is coded as 0. The Table showed 

that for the public sector employees, those who had subordinates in their work eamed 

$499.42 more each month than those that were on the bottom of the pyramid. The R 

square here was .208, and the subordinate effect was statistically significant. 

In equation two, the effect of whether or not the employees use computers in their 

work was added. It raised the R Square to .241. In the informational society, the use of 

computers becomes a necessity, and is regarded as a good index of whether the firms 

(private or pubic) are operating with modem managerial skills. Hypothesis 8A was 

supported here. When a worker was shown to need a computer in his/her work, a yes 

answer would induce an increase of $237.88 more than his/her counterpart. 

When job prestige was added, the R square rose up to .267 and the result was 

statistically significant. However it removed the statistical significance of subordinates 

effect in the previous equation. The equation showed that job prestige mattered a lot 

more for employees who worked in the public sector. The highest job prestige score here 
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was 80 and the lowest was 23, thus judging from one's job prestige score in the public 

sector, the gap of monthly income could be as much as $421.23. This result supports 

Hypothesis 5 A where higher job prestige commands higher monthly income. 

When the control variables were added to the equation, female employees were 

found to be more favored than their male counterparts among respondents in public 

sector. And here seniority became one of the important elements in deciding the amount 

in salaries. However, none of the control variables were statistically significant. 

All in all, in this table. Hypotheses 8A and 5A were supported. Equations showed 

that employees in the public sector who had subordinates, used computers in their work, 

and scored high in job prestige had higher pay. Furthermore, an elderly female with good 

education would have higher pay. 

Factors Affecting Public Sector Employees' Job Mobility 

Table 4.6 showed the factors considered to have effects on public sector 

employees' job mobility. Equation one supported Hypothesis 4B. Higher social network 

size and contacts are shown to have significant effect on public employees' job mobility. 

Equation one also showed that if one met with 100 people every week during the work, 

he/she would have one more prior job than those who had less extensive social network. 

The result of this test was significant with R square of .068. 

Job prestige was added to the equation two, and resulted in an increase of 

additional R square by .088. However, it was not statistically significant. In equation 

three, whether or not the employee use a computer in his/her work was taken into 
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consideration. This time, there was a relatively large increase of the R square to .103. 

This indicates that the use of a computer was a good indicator of the job mobility, 

although it was not showing statistical significance in the equation. High frequency of 

social contact with high job prestige score, and using computer at work all shown to have 

significant effects on job mobility among the public sector employees. 

In the final equation, control variables were added. The R square rose to .167, 

which was a very impressive performance, indicating that age and gender contribute a lot 

to job mobility among public sector employees in Taiwan. 

In summary, 16.7% of the variance was explained by the last equation where all 

relevant variables are included. Hypotheses 4B/8B, 5B were supported by the equations 

shown in the Table. The bigger the social network, the higher job prestige score, and the 

closer connection with computers in the work all contributed to higher job mobility. And 

the final equation also indicated that a young female who has good education background 

change job more often in the public sector than her counterpart. 

Factors Affecting Private Sector Employees' Monthly Income 

Table 4.7 displays factors affecting monthly income of respondents worked in the 

private sectors. This was the second largest subgroup among the sampled respondents of 

this study with a total of three hundred twenty-seven (327) households. Equation one 

assesses the market effect. It was very clear that respondents in companies that geared 

toward global market were eaming the highest income and that the effect of this variable 
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was statistically significant with R square of .021. This supports Hypotheses IA and IB, 

global market brings more benefit to the firms and their employees. 

Equation two, industrial sector effect was added and the result was not 

statistically significant. The group that eamed the most was those in the manufacturing 

industry. They made $42.94 more every month than those respondents who worked in 

the information industries. This contradicts Hypotheses 2A and 2B, which expect higher 

eamings among workers in information industry. 

Equation three shows the effect of firm size on monthly income. It was clear that 

the bigger the firm, the less income would be for the employees. This was in consistent 

with Hypotheses 3 A and 3B. However, as I have pointed out in the findings in Table 4.1 

that small-sized firms in Chia-yi County are not a good representative sample of the 

small-sized firms that mushroom under the effect of globalization. Among the variables 

included in this equation only firm size was statistically significant. 

Next, when job prestige score entered into the equation, the R square rose to .052, 

and it took away the significance of firm size in the former equation. The positive sign 

indicated that the higher the job prestige score, the higher the income would be. Thus 

Hypothesis 5 A was confirmed by this equation. Since the highest job prestige score in 

this group was 80 and the lowest was 23, thus, there could be a difference of $245.10 

between the two extreme individuals' monthly income. 

When computer use effects were added, the R square jumped up to .162. This 

was an impressive increase, which showed that the computer use effect was rather 

important in determining how much could be eamed by the private sector employees. 
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Hypothesis 9A received statistical support here. And this time, job prestige was shovm to 

have significant effect on monthly eamings. 

In the next equation, the college degree effect was added. College degree refers 

to the number of people who have college degrees in the company. The result was not 

statistically significant, but there was a marginal increase of R square to .170. When this 

new element was included, the firm size effect became statistically significant. 

Control variables were finally added. None of the variables were statistically 

significant, however the R square improved to .184. The private sector was surely male 

dominant as shovm from the final equation. A person could eam $143.18 every month 

simply because this person was a male. 

Overall, 18.4% of the variance was explained by all the variables jointly as shown 

in the last equation. Hypotheses lA, 3A and 3B, 5A, and part of 9A(use computer in the 

work) were supported. This means, among respondents in the private sectors whose 

firms were globally marketed, had smaller firm size, who had higher job prestige, and 

used computers at work, had higher monthly income. And a young male seemed to 

receive higher pay than their counterparts. Initially it was puzzling that employees in the 

manufacturing industries had higher pay than those in the information industries, and that 

the number of college degrees in the firm, and individuals' years of schooling would have 

negative effect on employee's monthly income. However, upon further reflection, this 

could be due to the fact that private sectors in Chia-yi as a whole are not quite elevated 

from the more traditional oriented scene yet. 
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Factors Affecting Private Sector Employees' Job Mobility 

Table 4.8 shows factors affecting respondents' job mobility in the private sectors. 

Among these factors, market effect was first analyzed. The result indicates that there is 

not a statistical significant effect of this variable on respondents' job mobility. However, 

when the industrial sector effect was taken into consideration, the R square rose up to 

.067, and that agricultural and mining industries was the only statistically significant 

variable in the equation. When control variables were included, there was an increase of 

R square to .116. Age and years of schooling were statistically significant. It was clear 

that females with good education background had higher job mobility and that the 

younger people would change job more often. Other variables that were analyzed but 

showed no significance at all include competition effects, job prestige, firm size, 

computer use effect, number of colleagues with college degree, and whether the job fit to 

the educational training experience. 

Even though the linear regression was not strong enough. Hypotheses IC and 2C 

were still supported by the outcome. That is to say, employees in the private sectors 

whose firms were globally marketed, and were in the information industries showed 

higher relative job mobility than their counterparts in other market and industries. Young 

women with higher education also showed a higher frequency of job change. 

Discussion 

In this chapter, factors affecting respondents' monthly income and job mobility of 

different occupational status groups were examined and their respective hypotheses were 
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tested using both bivariate (when N<30) and multivariate regression analysis (when 

N>30). Macro and micro level variables ranging from market, industrial sectors, firm's 

business situation, to the specific work environment, organization layers, job prestige, 

and social network were used to assess how the impact of globalization trickled down and 

finally affected individuals' monthly income and job mobility. 

It was found that in the age of globalization, getting a better education is not the 

whole story of success. Individuals' income is simultaneously affected by both macro and 

micro level variables. The type of job, the job prestige, the firm's industry all 

substantially influences individuals' income. This is also tme in the case of job mobility. 

High job mobility has taken on a new look today. It is no longer a symbol of losers, but 

gradually becoming more related to winners. The new tendency we see today is that the 

higher job mobility is more related to cutting edge jobs and higher pays. 

During the whole study I used information-based industry and local market as the 

reference groups. Among all the variables in the Independent Variable list presented in 

Part I, I found that the effects of market and job prestige score were consistent in all the 

equations. Global marketed firm employees/employers who score high in job prestige 

tend to have higher pay and higher job mobility. Apart from employees in the private 

sectors, information industry jobs will always generate much higher pay and higher job 

mobility. And job prestige score explains quite a bit of variance in the case of both 

public and private sector employees. The only place that social network is statistically 

significant is in the study of job mobility for respondents in the public sector. Among the 
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variables in the Independent Variable list presented in Part II, use of computer is always 

connected with higher pay and higher job mobility to its beholders. 

Some important facts are also shovm in specific tables. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 told us 

the importance of global market and modem managerial style in the informational age 

and global economy. 

Table 4.3 illustrated the importance of floating capital and knowledge intensity 

(represented by the need of special license) to self-employed persons' business. Ovming 

a license and putting in large amount of floating capital would make a big difference 

between individuals. Table 4.4 showed that among the self-employed respondents, 

information industry workers usually had higher job mobility. 

Table 4.5 showed the importance of computer related work and job prestige for 

employees in the public sectors. And this is the only place where females eamed more 

than males. Table 4.6 showed the power of social network. People who were endowed 

with larger social network tended to have more prior jobs in their employment history. 

Equations in Table 4.7 explained the least variance in regarding to monthly 

eamings of all the groups. Owing to the lack of information in the questionnaire, further 

exploration into the monthly income dynamic is impossible at the present stage. What 

we know is that for the private sector employees, whose companies had global market, 

smaller firm size, and who had higher job prestige eamed more than the others. Table 4.8 

supported the hypothesis that information industry employees have higher job mobility. 

Using the variables in the present questionnaire to study the job mobility history 

seems not enough to produce a powerful linear regression. None of the work status group 
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exceeds the R square of .20 in the analysis. From the variance increase among the 

control variables in each of the final equation we see that in the case of age, younger 

respondents show higher pay and higher job mobility than their older counterparts. 
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Tables 4.1 
Factors Affecting Employers' Monthly Income in Taiwan 

Macro and Micro Level Effects (N=19) 

Factors Average Monthly Income Number of Cases 

Market Effects 

Others 

Global market 

Industrial Sectors Effects 

Non-information based 

Information-based 

Firm Size Effects 

10 or more 

9 or less 

$ 1,876 

$ 2,575 

$1,806 

$3,030 

$2,840 

$1,713 

17 

2 

16 

3 

4 

15 

Managerial Style Effects: 

A: Whether personally involved in hiring 

No $1,712 

Yes $2,093 

4 

14 

B: Methods of hiring employees 

Kin or employee referral $ 1,682 

Newspaper, TV ad $2,954 

15 

4 
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Table 4.1 continued 

Factors Average Monthly Income Number of Cases 

C: Number of employees use computer 

None $1,202 6 

l o r more $2,296 13 

D: Number of employees with college degree 

None $1,712 12 

I or more $2,359 7 

E: Methods of promotion 

Seniority, personal $1,364 3 

Merits based $2,061 16 

All monthly incomes are converted into US dollars. 
Market: refer to the primary market where products or services are sold. There are three levels: local, 
regional, and overseas. 
Industrial Sectors: refer to industrial sector the business is in. There are four categories: agriculture and 
mining, manufacturing, other industries, and information-based mdustries. 
Firm Size: refer to the number of employees in the firms. 
Competition Effects: refer to number of companies that sell the same products. 
Managerial Style: refer to the way the employer manager the company. This includes ways of hiring, 
modemity of company way of running (reflected by the number of employees use computers in work), 
employee qualifications, promotion standards, etc. 
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Tables 4.2 
Factors Affecting Employers' Job Mobility in Taiwan 

Macro and Micro Level Effects (N=19) 

Factors Average Number of Prior Jobs Number of Cases 

Market Effects 

Others 

Global market 

Industrial Sectors Effects 

Non-information based 

Information-based 

Firm Size Effects 

10 or more 

9 or less 

1.71 

2 

1.63 

2.33 

1.5 

1.8 

17 

2 

16 

3 

4 

15 

Managerial Style Effects: 

A: Whether personally involved in hiring 

Yes 1.71 

No 2 

14 

4 

B: Methods of hiring employees 

Kin or employee referral 1.53 

Newspaper, TV ad 2.5 

15 

4 

C: Number of employees use computer 

None 1.33 

1 or more 1.92 

6 

13 
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Table 4.2 continued 

Factors Average Number of Jobs held before Number of Cases 

D: Number of employees with college degree 

None 1.75 12 

1 or more 1.71 7 

E: Methods of promotion 

Seniority, personal 1.33 3 

Merits based 1.81 16 

Market: refer to the primary market where products or services are sold. There are three levels: local, 
regional, and overseas. 
Industrial Sectors: refer to industrial sector the business is in. There are four categories: agriculture and 
mining, manufacturing, other industries, and information-based industries. 
Firm Size: refer to the number of employees in the firms. 
Competition Effects: refer to number of companies that sell the same products. 
Managerial Style: refer to the way the employer manager the company. This includes ways of hiring, 
modemity of company way of mnning (reflected by the number of employees use computers in work), 
employee qualifications, promotion standards, etc. 
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Table 4.3 

Factors Affecting Self Employed Persons' Monthly Income in Taiwan, 
Macro and Micro Level Effects (N=438) 

Industrial Sector Effects 

Monthly Income=1032.72-153.7agriculture and mining*-227.06manufacturing* 
-59.85other industries 

(R^=.019) 

Industrial Sector and Competition Effects 

Monthly Income=1025.84-195.97agriculture and mining*-293manufacturing* 
-99.82other industries+28.33same product effect 
+19.73business competition effect 

(R^=.030) 

Industrial Sector. Competition, and Business Condition Effects 

Monthly Income=l 138.67-123.52agriculture and mining-277.52manufacturing* 
-76.64other industries+23.76same product effect 
-279.79business competition effect+437.79business condition* 

(R^=.166) 

Industrial Sector. Competition. Business Conditions and License Effects 

Monthly Income= 1042.09-114.24agriculture and mining-253.58manufacturing* 
-60other industries+103.42same product effect 
-308.39business competition effect+401.36business condition* 
+209.85 special license needed effect* 

(R^=.187) 

Industrial Sectors. Competition. Business Conditions. License, and Fixed Capital Effects 

Monthly Income=958.82-123.33agriculture and mining-248.09manufacturing* 
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Table 4.3 continued 

-50.33other industries-58.79same product effect-322.9business 
competition effect*+388.45business condition*+196.88special 
license needed effect* +96.67fixed capital effect* 

(R^=.205) 

Industrial Sectors. Competition. Business Conditions. License. Fixed Capital and 
Floating Capital Effects 

Monthly Income=710.70-122.52agriculture and mining-241.45manufacturing* 
-72.82other industries+34.45same product effect 
-258.45business competition effect+398.24business condition 
effect*+173.33special license needed effect*+8.64fixed capital 
effect+194.27floating capital effect* 

(R^=.249) 

Industrial Sectors. Competition. Business Conditions. License. Fixed Capital. Floating 
Capital, and Control Variable Effects 

Monthly Income=1090.64-96agriculture and mining-249.91 manufacturing* 
-71 other industries+30.91same product effect 
-261.15business competition effect+398.15business condition 
effect*+171.52special license needed effect*+6.27fixed capital 
effect+200.33floating capital effect*-9.15age*+28.06sex 
-.0015years of education 

(R^=.262) 

All monthly incomes are converted into US dollars in all equations. 
Reference group for all equations is information-based industries. 
Same product effect: whether there is same product produced in the area. It is regarded as the objective 
index for the business competition condition. Yes coded as 1, No coded as 0. 
Business competition effect: whether the interviewees (self-employed) perceive business competition as 
being "severe". Yes coded as 1, No coded as 0. 
Business condition effect: whether the general business condition for the self-employed people is good or 
bad. Good coded as 1, Bad coded as 0. 
License effect: whether mnning the business needs special license. This reflects the knowledge intensity 
embedded in the business these people are mnning. Yes coded as 1, No coded as 0. 
Fixed capital effect: actual dollar amount in fixed capital investment of the business. 
Floating capital effect: actual dollar amount in floating capital investment of the business. 
Sex: male coded as 1, female coded as 0. 
Social network effect (a: whether work with family members, b: whether the job is introduced by 
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Table 4.3 continued 

somebody) is examined but no significant effects were found, thus not included in the table. 

* Statistically significant as .05 level. 
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Table 4.4 

Factors Affecting Self Employed Persons' Job Mobility in Taiwan 

Macro and Micro Level Effects (N=438) 

Industrial Sector Effects 

Number of prior jobs=1.989-.556agriculture and mining* 
-. 135manufacturing-.021 other industries 

(R^=.053) 

Industrial Sector and Competition Effects 

Number of prior jobs=2.201-.511 agriculture and mining*-. 1 lOmanufacturing 
-.098other industries-.415same product effect+.167business 
competition effect 

(R^=.048) 

Industrial Sector, Competition, and Business Condition Effects 

Number of prior jobs=3.424-.446agriculture and mining*-. 108manufacturing 
-.044other industries-1.752same product effect* 
+. 152business competition effect+.232business condition* 

(R^=.069) 

Industrial Sector. Competition. Business Conditions and License Effects 

Number of prior jobs=3.388-.442agriculture and mining*-. 1 manufacturing 
-.038other industries+1.723same product effect* 
-.142business competition effect+.219business condition 
+.078special license needed effect 

(R^=.070) 

Industrial Sectors, Competition, Business Conditions. License, and Fixed Capital Effects 
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Table 4.2 continued 

Number of prior jobs=3.485-.431 agriculture and mining*-. 106manufacturing 
-.049other industries-1.534same product effect* 
+.l58business competition effect+.234business condition 
-.093special license needed effect* -.113fixed capital effect 

(R^=.077) 

Industrial Sectors. Competition. Business Conditions. License, Fixed Capital and 
Floating Capital Effects 

Number of prior jobs=3.462-.431 agriculture and mining*-. 105manufacturing 
-.052other industries-1.525same product effect* 
+.165business competition effect+.235business condition 
effect*+.09special license needed effect-. 121fixed capital 
effect+.0l8floating capital effect 

(R^=.077) 

Industrial Sectors. Competition. Business Conditions, License. Fixed Capital, Floating 
Capital, and Social Network Effects 

Number of prior jobs=3.470-.443agriculture and mining*-. lOmanufacturing 
-.052other industries-1.5 lOsame product effect* 
+.161business competition effect+.236business condition 
effect*+.08special license needed effect-. 122fixed capital 
effect+.017floating capital effect-.059social network 
(introduced to the job) 

(R^=.078) 

Industrial Sectors, Competition, Business Conditions, License, Fixed Capital, Floating 
Capital, Social Network, and Control Variable Effects 

Number of prior jobs=3.5 03-.42 5 agriculture and mining *-.096manufacturing 
-.042other industries-1.507same product effect* 
+.l62business competition effect+.236business condition 
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Table 4.2 continued 

effect*-.085special license needed effect-. 124fixed capital 
effect+.0197floating capital effect-.063social network 
(introduced to the job)-.002age+.00lsex+.003years of 
education 

(R^=.078) 

Reference group for all equations is information-based industries 
Same product effect: whether there is same product produced in the area. It is regarded as the objective 
index for the business competition condition. Yes coded as 1, No coded as 0. 
Business competition effect: whether the interviewees (self-employed) perceive business competition as 
being "severe". Yes coded as 1, No coded as 0. 
Business condition effect: whether the general business condition for the self-employed people is good or 
bad. Good coded as 1, Bad coded as 0. 
License effect: whether mnning the business needs special license. This reflects the knowledge intensity 
embedded in the business these people are mnning. Yes coded as 1, No coded as 0. 
Fixed capital effect: actual dollar amount in fixed capital investment of the business. 
Floating capital effect: actual dollar amount in floating capital investment of the business. 
Social network effect (a: whether work with family members, b: whether the job is introduced by 
somebody. 
Sex: male coded as 1, female coded as 0. 

•Statistically significant as .05 level. 
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Table 4.5 

Factors Affecting Public Sector Employees' Monthly Income in Taiwan 

Macro and Micro Levels Effects (N=131) 

Organization Layers Effect 

Monthly Income=l 306.18+499.42subordinate* 

(R^=.208) 

Organizational Layers and Use of Computer Effects 

Monthly Income=l 188.18+444.85subordinate*+237.88computer effect* 

(R^=.241) 

Organizational Layers, Use of Computer, and Job Prestige Effects 

Monthly Income=819.36+475.64subordinates*+234.15Computer effect* 
+7.39job prestige* 

(R^=.267) 

Organizational Layers, Use of Computer, Job Prestige, and Control Variable Effects 

Monthly Income=537.06+460.36subordinates*+202.24Computer effect* 
+4.576jobprestige*+4.27age-.019sex 
+24.21 years of education 

(R^=.291) 

All monthly incomes are converted into US dollars in all equations. 
Organizational layers: refer to whether there are subordinates below the interviewees (public sector 
employees). Yes coded as 1, No coded as 0. 
Computer use effects: whether the interviewees need computer to do the work. Yes coded as 1, No as 0. 
Job Prestige Scores: Occupational Prestige Score computed from General Social Survey. 

Other variables examined but no significant effects were found as follows: 
Work unit, whether in the national, provincial, city-county, township level, educational agencies, etc. 
Whether or not one has supervisors, number of supervisors, number of subordinates, percentage of 
coworkers usmg computer. Whether one's job request passing government exams, professional 
certificates, degree; whether one plans to change job; and social network effects: number of people they 
meet every week during their work. 

* Statistically significant at .05 level. 
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Table 4.6 

Factors Affecting Public Sector Employees' Job Mobility in Taiwan 

Macro and Micro Levels Effects (N=13l) 

Social Network Effect 

Number of prior jobs=1.474+.01 Inumber of people interacting with* 

(R^=.068) 

Social Network and Job Prestige Effect 

Number of prior jobs=1.013+.012number of people interacting with* 
+.010job prestige 

(R^=.088) 

Social Network, Job Prestige, and Use of Computer Effects 

Number of prior jobs=.772+.0 Inumber of people interacting with* 
+.009job prestige +.403computer use 

(R^=.103) 

Social Network. Job Prestige, and Use of Computer Effects 

Number of prior jobs=.462-.01 number of people interacting with* 
+.002job prestige +.219computer use-.Ol lage-.717sex* 
+.09 years of education* 

(R^=.167) 

All monthly incomes are converted into US dollars in all equations. 
Social Network: number of people the interviewees interact with during their work every week. 
Computer use effects: whether the interviewees need computer to do the work. Yes coded as 1, No as 0. 
Job Prestige Scores: Occupational Prestige Score computed fi"om General Social Survey. 

Other variables examined but no significant effects were found as follows: 
Work unit, whether in the national, provincial, city-county, township level, educational agencies, etc. 
Whether or not one has supervisors, whether or not one has subordinates, number of supervisors, number of 
subordinates, percentage of coworkers using computer. Whether one's job request passing government 
exams, professional certificates, degrees; whether one plans to change job. 

* Statistically significant at .05 level. 
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Table 4.7 

Factors Affecting Private Sector Employees' Monthly Income in Taiwan 

Macro and Micro Level Effects (N=327) 

Market Effects 

Monthly Income=886.97+69.21 regional market+181.48global market* 

(R^=.021) 

Market Effects and Industrial Sector Effects 

Monthly Income=897.27+54.06regional market+l57.58global market* 
-76.70agricultural and mining+42.94manufacturing 
+.95other industries 

(R^=.032) 

Market. Industrial Sector, and Firm Size Effects 

Monthly Income=891.61+45.27regional market+63.03global market 
-67.58agricultural and mining+52.97manufacturing-26.33other 
industries-.013firm size* 

(R^=.039) 

Market, Industrial Sector, Firm Size, and Job Prestige Effects 

Monthly Income=692.82+50.39regional market+81.70global market 
-41.33agricultural and mining+64.06manufacturing+22.27other 
industries+.33firm size+4.3job prestige* 

(R^=.052) 

Market, Industrial Sector, Firm Size, Job Prestige and Computer Effects 

Monthly Income=568.79+32.85regional market+32.64global market 
+I.l7agricultural and mining+77manufacturing+55.39other 
industries-. 177firm size+5.36job prestige* +339.3computer 
use* 

( R V 1 6 2 ) 
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Table 4.7 continued 

Market, Industrial Sectors. Firm Size, Job Prestige, Computer, and College Degree 
Effects 

Monthly Income=603.88+31.24regional market+24.55global market 
-17.97agricultural and mining +66.67manufacturing+55.6other 
industries -.585firm size*+4.88job prestige*+326.03computer 
effect*-.939 college degree 

(R^=.170) 

Market, Industrial Sectors, Firm Size, Job Prestige, Computer, College Degree, and 
Control Variable Effects 

Monthly Income=737.61+36.06regional market+36.70global market 
-50.82agricultural and mining +30.70manufacturing+14.18other 
industries -.019firm size*+4.58job prestige*+322.70computer 
effect*-.878 college degree-.3.82age+143.18sex-5.52years of 
education 

(R^=.184) 

All monthly mcomes are in converted into US dollars in all equations. 
Reference group for all equations is local market and information-based industries. 
Market: refer to the prunary market where products or services are sold. There are three levels: local, 
regional, and overseas. Dummy variables are created using local market as the reference group. 
Firm size: refer to the number of employees in the firms. 
Job prestige: occupational prestige score computed from General Social Survey. 
Computer effect: whether the interviewees (in private sector) use computer to do their work. 
College degree: number of employees has college degree. 

Other variables examined but no significant effects were found are as follows: 
Industrial sectors, competition effects (whether there is same product in the region), need of college degree, 
whether the job fit to the educational training experience. 

* Statistically significant at .05 level. 
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Table 4.8 

Factors Affecting Private Sector Employees' Job Mobility in Taiwan 

Macro and Micro Level Effects (N=327) 

Market Effects 

Number of prior jobs=1.787+.122regional market+. 176global market 
(R^=.004) 

Market and Industrial Sector Effects 

Number of prior jobs = 2.044+.098regional market+.017global market 
-.764agricultural and mining*-.023manufacturing 
-. 154other industries 

(R^=.067) 

Market, Industrial Sector, and Control Variables Effects 

Number of prior jobs = .115+.124regional market+.087global market 
-.612agricultural and mining*+.146manufacturing 
-.0Mother industries-.032age*-.019sex+.066years of 
education* 

(R^=.116) 

Reference group for all equations is local market and information-based industries. 
Coding for variables are listed at the end of the table. 
Market: refer to the primary market where products or services are sold. There are three levels: local, 
regional, and overseas. Dummy variables are created using local market as the reference group. 
Industrial sectors: refer to the job industry. There are four categories: agricultural and mining, 
manufacturing, other industries, and information-based industry. Dummy variables are created using 
information based industry as the reference group. 

Other variables examined but no significant effects were found are as follows: Competition effects 
(whether there is same product in the region), job prestige, firm size, need computer in the work, number of 
colleagues have college degree, whether the job fit to the educational training experience. 

* Statistically significant at .05 level. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The intention of writing this thesis was bom while working on the five-year panel 

study (presentiy in the 3''* year) on "Income and Occupational Dynamics in Taiwan." 

The uhimate goal of the project, sponsored by the Chiang-ching Kuo Foundation, was to 

decipher the mystery of poverty dynamics in Taiwan, represented by Chia-yi County. 

Chia-yi County is one of the most heterogeneous and impoverished counties in Taiwan 

(Tsai, Wang, and Lee, 2001). Though impoverished areas may not have many high-tech 

and information related jobs and industries, this fact doesn't undermine the value of my 

research. This is because globalization is also evident on smaller geographic scales with 

lower orders of complexity, as is the case with firms that operate regionally (Sassen, 

2000). Different industrial sectors today all depend on the intensity of the use of 

computer, information, and control technologies in industry organization. 

The focus of my thesis was on the relationship between globalization and 

individuals' income and occupation (job mobility) dynamics. The existing data set gave 

a lot of information on interviewees' monthly income and their working and business 

environment, which made a close-up study on the effect of globalization and income 

dynamics possible. However, as later tumed out, there was still not enough information 

to get stronger linear regressions, especially when I was trying to study the job mobility 

of the individuals. This is what I have to accomplish if a follow up study is to be carried 

out. At that time, the specific questionnaire to study the relationship between 
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globalization effects and individuals' income and job mobility should be specifically 

designed. 

Throughout the study, although the R square never overcame the .30 barrier, I still 

obtained a certain basic framework of how globalization effect trickled down to 

individuals, and that how it changed and dismpted our former income and occupation 

stmctures. 

I found out that although Chia-yi County is the most impoverished county in 

Taiwan, now and then traces of globalization effects could still be observed in the 

discussed variables (for example, market, industrial sectors, firm size, social network, job 

prestige, use of computer, knowledge intensity, etc.). Those variables all showed effects 

on an individual's monthly income and job mobility. The major difference between 

Chia-yi County and the more advanced regions lies in the magnitude of the impacts of 

globalization. 

At the same time, I also found some characteristics that did not fit into my 

expectation for an economy in the globalization era. For instance in the case of 

employers, bigger firms performed better than smaller sized firms. And for people 

worked in the private sector, manufacturing industries jobs granted much better pay. 

These are the signs of absence of globalization effects in an area that is still handicapped 

by its long history of poverty and insufficient high-tech industrial background. As Volti 

has stated in his book (1999), technology is a system. It takes much more than a single 

technology, say, digitalization of economy to change the unsatisfactory situation of a 

certain country or region within a short period of time. A whole system is needed to 
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support the spreading and implementation of such technology. Before the technological 

infrastmcture and the humanistic environment are ready, neither technology nor 

globalization process can help improve the unsatisfactory situation. That is why as 

Sassen (1998) said in her book, large global cities that have developed better and sounder 

infi-astmcture will break away from and move ahead of the rest of the peripheral and 

impoverished cities. 

Such fact is disheartening to some extend, however, the effect of globalization is 

so invincible that now and then I can still find salient footprints of globalization effects in 

the discussed variables. If Chia-yi County is able to catch up with this global tidal wave, 

and avoid the fate of being marginalized, the prospect of Chia-yi County's catching up 

with the rest of the more advanced regions is very optimistic. 

This research verified most of the hypothesis discussed in chapter III. The major 

impression is that: first, employers and public sectors employees eam more than self-

employed people and employees in the private sectors. Second, for employers, modem 

managerial skills become the keys to success. Third, technological impacts, depicted by 

computer related work, on eamings and job mobility are evident. Computer use in the 

work will always lead to higher pay and higher job mobility. Fourth, information 

industries workers (apart from private sector employees) are better rewarded financially 

in the new economy paradigm. 

When we switch our attention fi-om Chia-yi County to a wider range of the globe, 

we can see that globalization process reinforces the unequal distribution of wealth and 

also promotes a growing disparity between "information-based jobs" and "non-
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information based jobs." As Sassen has discussed in her book, there is a strong tendency 

toward polarization in the wages and salaries of workers in the service sector (Sassen, 

2000). This is because there exist in the information age both the McDonalds type and 

Silicon Valley type of jobs. Globalization has created a vast number of both low-income 

households and high-income households. In my study, in the case of employers, those in 

the information industry eamed three times as much as those in non-information industry. 

Globalization is a new epoch with its own peculiarities and challenges, calling on 

humanity to respond to these challenges. Only the fittest can survive. The global 

economy can be hard on those who do not benefit from its opportunities. And in that 

case, the whole country or region can be marginalized. And consequently the gap 

between the rich and the poor will grow wider rather than smaller. 

All in all, globalization era brings us more options and new opportunities for 

better chances of prosperity. It serves as both the agents of progress and disruptive or 

even destructive force to the society. This makes the present era the most dynamic, 

versatile and dramatic in regard to social development and restmcturing. Then how 

should we react to globalization smartly so as to keep floating on the surface? It becomes 

another interesting question that needs to delve into in the next stage of this research. 

Stay tuned. 
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APPENDIX 

Questionnaire (2000) 
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1. Confirm the interviewee 
1-1 Are you the same interviewee as last year? 
l=yes 
2=no 

I -2 Has the main income eamer changed? 
l=yes 
2=no please go to question 3-1 

2. Basic personal information and working condition of the main income earner. 
*The "you" and "he/she" all refer to the main income eamer 

2-1 Gender 
l=male 
2=female 

2-2 Age: 

2-3 Years of education: 

2-4 What is your ethnicity? 
l=Mingnan, 2=Hakka, 3=mainland, 4=native, 5=others (please specify) 

2-5 What is your marital status? 
l=single, 2=married, 3=widowed, years ago, 4=divorced, years ago 
5=separated, ŷears ago 6=others (please specify) 

2-6 What is your religion? 
l=Protestant, 2=Catholic, 3=Buddhist, 4=Taoist, 5=folks religion, 6=I-guan, 
7=none, 8=others (please specify) 

2-7 Are you presently employed? 
l=yes Please go on with question 2-8 
2=no Please go on with question 2-16 
3=homemaking Please go on with question 2-16 

2-8 What is your/his/her firm's industry? 

2-9 What is your/his/her job position? 

2-10 How long have you (has he/she) been in this job? years 

2-11 How did you/he/she find this job? 
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If the answer is " 1 " , please go on with question 2 12; other answers please go to question 
2-13 
l=via someone's introduction 
2=via government job advisory agencies 
3=via private job advisory agencies 
4=via government testing 
5=advertisement 
6=recmitment of companies and factories 
7=interviewee being the boss 
8=others (please specify) 

2-12 What is your/his/her relationship to this introducer? 
l=classmate, 2=neighbor, 3=former colleague, 4=tovmsman, 5=teacher, 6=relative, 
7=friend, 
8=family member, 9=others (please specify) 

2-13 Have you (Has he/she) ever changed your/his/her job position? 
l=yes Please go on with question 2-14 
2=no Please go to question 2-15 

2-14 What is your/his/her first j ob position? 

2-15 Apart from this job, do you have other paid part-time job? 
1 =yes Please go on with question 2-15-1 to 2-15-4 
2=no Please go to question 2-16 

2-15-1 If yes, what is your/his/her part-time job firm's industry? 

2-15-2 What is your/his/her job position? 

2-15-3 How long have you (has he/she) been in this work? years and 
^months 

2-15-4 What is the average hours per week? hours 

2-16 In (year of Republic of China) did you/he/she begin your/his/her first full-
time job? 

2-17 How many jobs have you (has he/she) had so far? 

For the interviewee who is now employed and has more than 2 full-time job, please go on 
with question 2-18 
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If the interviewee has only one job till present, please go to question 3-5 
If the interviewee is unemployed or is a homemaker, and used to have more than one full-
time job before, please go to question 2-19, ask the questions in the table. 

2-18 As compared with the previous job, does the present job have more income? 
l=much less than, 2=less than, 3=no great difference, 4= more than, 5=much more than. 

2-19 Working history of the main income eamer. (Please start with the first job; after 
filling in the tables, then go to question 3-5) 

No. of 
jobs 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

cards 
No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

card 4 
No. 

firm's 
industry 

first job 
position 

job 
status 

income 
comparison 
with the 
previous job 

years in 
the job 

size of 
firm 

someone 
introduced 
the job 

relationship 
to the 
introducer 

reason 
leaving 
the job 

job 
position 
when 
leaving 

I 1= much less than, 2= less than, 3= no great difference, 4=more than, 5=much more 
than 
II Classification of size of the firm: 1=5 people and under, 2=6-20 people, 3=21-50 
people 4=51-100 people, 5=101 people and more 
III Someone introduced the job: l=yes, 2=no If the answer is "1" , go on asking the 
relationship with the introducer, if the answer is "2", please fill in "0" 
IV Relationship to the introducer: l=classmate, 2=neighbor, 3=former colleague, 
4=townsman, 5=teacher, 6=relative, 7=friend, 8=family member, 9=others 
V Reason leaving the first job 01=imsatisfactory treatment, 02=want to change the 
working area, 03=poor working environment, 04=no sense of security of the job, 05=no 
prospect of further improvement, 06=knowledge not applicable, 07=want to try different 
jobs, 08=lengthy working hours, 09=unsatisfactory health status, 10=want to start own 
business, 1 l=giying child birth, 12=getting married, 13=hold different philosophy with 
the employer, 14=bad institution of the firm, 15=oyerwhelming working pressure. 
16=want to retire, 17=dissolution of the firm, 18=end of the contract, 19=other 
* After filling in the tables, please go to question 3-5 
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3. Working experience of the main income eamers. 
3-1 Have you changed your job after the last interview? 
l=yes 
2=no please go on with question 3-5. 

3-2 What is your/his/her firm's industry? 

3-3 What is your/his/her job position? 

3-4 Have you (Has he/she) ever changed your/his/her job position in the present firm? 
l=yes Please specify. 
2=no 

3-5 What is your/his/her present job status? 
l=employer Please go on with question 3-6 
2=self-employed Please go on with question 3-8 
3=employee in public sector Please go on with question 3-9 
4=employee in private sector Please go on with question 3-10 

3-6 Working experience of employers 

3-6-1 Did you found this company? 
|=yes Please go on with question 3-7 
2=no 

3-6-2 Before your taking over company, were you working in this firm? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-6-6 

3-6-3 How long have your been working for this company? years 

3-6-4 What's your relationship with the founder? Please specify the relationship. 
l=family members, 2=relatives, 3=former classmates, 4=colleagues, 
5=others 

3-6-5 Before you take over this company, what's your job position? 
(E.g. manager, assistant) 

3-6-6 Did you buy this company? 
l=yes 
2=no Please explain. 
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3-7 Employers' company record 

3-7-1 How long has this company been established? years 

3-7-2 What's the major product of the company? 
Please name three major products. 

3-7-3 What's the market of your products? 
l=local county Please go to question 3-7-5 
2=mid and southern part Please go to question 3-7-5 
3=other regions Please go to question 3-7-5 
4=overseas Please go to question 3-7-5 
5=not market oriented Please go to question 3-7-4 

3-7-4 Where is the company that authorize your to make the products? 

3-7-5 How many companies are making the same products as you are? 
companies 

3-7-6 How many employees do you have? Full-time 
Part-time 

3-7-7 Are the products made by any other companies? 
l=yes Please go on with question 3-7-8 
2=no Please go on with question 3-7-9 

3-7-8 What's the form? Can choose more than one answer. 
l=made by other factories 
2=made by other individuals people 

3-7-9 How many employees do you have at the time when the company first established? 

3-7-10 While hiring employees, do you personally involved? 
l=yes 
2=no 

3-7-11 Among all the employees, how many has college degree? 
people 

3-7-12 Among all the employees, how many need to use computers in their work? 
people 

3-7-13 How do you hire people? 
l=kin, and colleagues' referral, 2=via TV and newspaper, 3=other, please specify 
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3-7-14 What's the promotion standard? 
l=seniority, 2=merit based, 3=personal relationship, 4=other, please specify 

3-7-15 How many employees are you family member or relatives? 
people 

3-7-16 How many employees have been working with you ever since the company is 
established? 

people 

3-7-17 How many people work from last year till now? 
How many people work from last five years till now? 

Go to question section 4 

3-8 Self-employed people 

3-8-1 What's your industry? What do you sell? 
Please name three 

3-8-2 Is there anyone make the same products in the region? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-8-6 

3-8-3 Is it very competitive? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-8-7 

3-8-4 Among your competitors, is your business condition good? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-8-8 

3-8-5 What do you think is the most important reason for success in your industry? 
Please specify three Please go on with question 3-8-9 

3-8-6 Why there is no other people making the same products? 
Please explain Please go on with question 3-8-9 

3-8-7 Why there is no competition in your industry? 
Please explain Please go on with question 3-8-9 

3-8-8 What it is hard to do the business in your industry? 
Please explain 

3-8-9 If possible, will you change your industry? 
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l=yes 

^"^^ Please go on with question 3-8-11 

3-8-10 What kind of work would you like to do? 
Please specify 

3-8-11 What do you think is the advantage of your industry as compared with the others? 
Please name three 

3-8-12 Do you need a lot of investment for your business? 
Fixed capital 
l=lessthan$50,000NT 
2=$50,000NT to $100,000NT 
3=$100,000NT to one million NT 
4=one million NT to 10 million NT 
5=above 10 million NT 

Floating capital 
l=lessthan$50,000NT 
2=$50,000NT to $100,000NT 
3=$100,000NT to one miHion NT 
4=one million NT to 10 million NT 
5=above 10 million NT 

3-8-13 Do you need a special license to mn the business? 
l=yes 
2=no 

3-8-14 Is there any family member working with your fiill-time? 
l=yes 
2=no 
Go to question section 4 

3-9 Employees in public sector 

3-9-1 What is your work unit? 
Please specify the name of firm_ 

3-9-2 What is your work responsibility? 
Please specify 

3-9-3 Do you have supervisors? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-9-6 
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3-9-4 Do your supervisors have supervisors? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-9-6 

3-9-5 How many supervisors are above your position? supervisors 

3-9-6 Do you have subordinates? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-9-9 

3-9-7 Do your subordinates have subordinates? 
l=yes 
2=no 

3-9-8 How many people do you in charge of? people 

3-9-10 Among every ten of your colleagues, how many people use computers in their 
work? 

people 

3-9-11 During your work, how many colleagues do you have to interact with? 
people 

3-9-12 What qualification is most important for your job? 
l=govemment examination 
2=special license 
3=education degree 
4=others (please specify) 

3-9-13 If possible, do you want to change your job? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-9-15 

3-9-14 What kind of new job would you like to do? 
Please specify 

3-9-15 What is your major form of transportation for work? 
l=private automobile, 2=bus, 3=train, 4=motorcycle, 5=bicycle, 6=on foot, 
7=other 

3-9-16 How long does it take to go to work everyday? minutes 

3-10 Employees in private sector 
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3-10-1 What kind of products or services do your company provide? 
Please name three 

3-10-2 What is the market of your major products? (or service area?) 

l=local county 
2=mid and southem part 
3=other regions 
4=overseas 
5=not market oriented 

3-10-3 Is there similar products or services in the region? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-10-6 

3-10-4 Is the company's business condition good? 
l=yes 
2=no Please go on with question 3-10-6 

3-10-5 What do you think is the reason for good business in your company? 
Please name three 

3-10-6 How many employees are there in the company? employees 

3-10-7 What kind of work do you do in the company? 
Please specify 

3-10-8 Do you need computers in your work? 
l=yes 
2=no 

3-10-9 How many of your colleagues need computers in their work? 
colleagues 
How many have college degree? colleagues 

3-10-10 Do you think this job fit to what you learned? 
l=yes 
2=no 

3-10-11 Do you think this job fulfills your ambition? 
l=yes 
2=no 

3-10-12 If possible, would you consider change your job? 
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l=yes 

^"^^ Please go on with question 3-10-14 

3-10-13 Do you think it is easy to change your job? 
l=yes 
2=no 

3-10-14 What kind of work do you think is the best? 
Please specify 

3-10-15 What is your major form of transportation for work? 
l=private automobile, 2=bus, 3=train, 4=motorcycle, 5=bicycle, 6=on foot, 
7=other 

3-10-16 How long does it usually take to go to work? minutes 
Go to question section 4. 

4. Eamings of the past year 
A. Main income eamers' income 

4-1 What is the monthly payment for your/his/her major present job? (in 
thousand) 
4-2 Apart from this, how much is your/his/her end of year/festival bonus? (in 
thousand) 
4-3 What is the average monthly income of your present part-time job? (in 
thousand) 

B. Information of other family incomes 

4-4 In the passing one year, has your/his/her family these incomes (for instance, interest, 
investment bonus, housing rent or land rent)? 

l=yes Please go on with question 4-4-1 
2=no Please go to question 4-5 

4-4-1 What is your average yearly income of your/his/her family on this item? 
(in thousand) 

4-5 in the passing one year, has your family received donation from relatives, friends or 
private agencies? 

1 =yes Please go on with question 4-5-1 
2=no Please go to question 4-6 

4-5-1 How much is the average amount of income from this kind of financial source? 
(in thousand) 
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4-6 in the passing one year, do your (does his/her) family received the fi-equent 
governmental subsidy (for instance, low income subsidy, mental and physical disability, 
senior citizen, senior farmer, medium to low income families subsidy)? 

l=yes Please go on with question 14-6-1 to 4-6-2 
2=no Please go to question 4-7 

4-6-1 What kind of government cash subsidy does your/his/her family receive? 
l=low income subsidy, 2=mental and physical disability subsidy, 3=senior citizen 

subsidy, 
4=senior farmer subsidy, 5=medium to low income families subsidy 

4-6-2 What is the monthly cash subsidy your/his/her family frequentiy received from the 
government? (in thousand) 

4-7 Do you have investment in the following areas? (can choose more than one) 
l=business (investment only, no management) Yes No 
2=negotiable securities (stock tickets, futures) Yes No 
3=real estate (excluding self-ovmed housing) Yes No 

4-8 On the whole, what is your investment situation in the past year? 
l=eam profit 
2=lose money 
3=no profit no loss 

4-9 What is the difference of family income as compared with your/his/her present year's 
with that of previous year? 

l=much better, 2=better, 3=no great difference, 4=worse, 5=much worse 

4-10 What is the difference of family income as compared with present year's with that 
of 5 years ago? 

l=much better, 2= better, 3=no great difference, 4= worse, 5=much worse 

5. Major family consumption information 

5-1 In the passing one year, has any big event taken place that causes a great increase in 
family spending? 
1 = children's education yes (in ten thousand) no 
2= purchasing housing yes (in ten thousand) no 
3= serious diseases yes (in ten thousand) no 
4= remedy for earthquake aftermath yes (in ten thousand) no 

6. Newly added appliances in the household. 

6-1 In the past year, did you buy new family appliances? 
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1-yes, please specify pnce NT dollars 
2=no 

That's the end of our interview. Thanks! Finishing time: 
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